Do you want to be part of a paradigm shift in mining technology? Do you want to work for an industry leader?

Modular Mining Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Komatsu, is the global leader in providing solution based real-time systems to the mining industry. Due to the expansion of Modular’s Autonomous Haulage Systems (AHS) business, we have an immediate need for several **AHS Training Specialists** to be based in Perth, Australia. Modular, in collaboration with Komatsu, offer the World’s first commercially available autonomous truck and fleet solution. The AHS product is at the forefront of mining technology as one of the most cost effective solutions for fleet management, delivering unrivalled safety and fleet optimization in complex mining environments without the requirement of a truck operator. Modular currently supports two successful AHS operations in Chile and Australia moving to date over 150 million tonnes autonomously, demonstrating Modular’s ability to deliver high value, cutting edge solutions.

Reporting to the AHS Regional Manager, this role is responsible for conducting training programs on AHS modules, investigating incidents based on available system information (along with MMS on site personnel), and conducting continuous monitoring (either local or remote) of operational activities in order to identify potential hazardous events.

You will hold a Certification IV in Training and Assessment (preferable) and be able to demonstrate proven experience in the following:

- Mining operations experience
- Training delivery experience in other MMS/Komatsu products is preferred
- Advanced Microsoft Office skills
- Training/Assessment certification is preferred
- Operational AHS experience is preferred
- Fluent English is required

This is an excellent career opportunity for an experienced Mining professional with impressive technical and training skills to develop and grow within a very promising area of our business with a negotiable location base.

**How to apply:**

If you have the experience, vision and drive to meet the challenges of this position we encourage you to please submit your resume and cover letter, along with your salary expectations, as MS Word attachments in confidence to [jobs@mmsi.com](mailto:jobs@mmsi.com).

When applying directly via email, please enter AHSTRS.06.12 as your subject line.
You must enter the subject line exactly as instructed or the hiring manager may not receive your application. Sorry, only the most qualified applicants will be contacted.